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Ankylosing spondylitis (AS) is a chronic progressive
rheumatic disorder characterized by sacroiliitis and enthe-
sitis. The axial skeleton is the predominant site of inflam-
mation, but hips, shoulders, peripheral joints, and
extraarticular structures may also be involved. Pain, stiff-
ness, and bony ankylosis cause mobility restriction and
functional impairment1. Various factors are associated with
more severe course of the disease such as early hip involve-
ment, an erythrocyte sedimentation rate > 30 mm/h, poor

efficacy of nonsteroidal antiinflammatory drugs, limitation
of lumbar spine mobility, the presence of sausage-like
fingers or toes, oligoarthritis, and onset at young age (≤ 16
years)2. Sex and family involvement may also affect disease
progression and outcome3.

Daily physical exercise, sleeping flat on a firm mattress,
working in non-cramped positions and maintaining good
posture, refraining from smoking, and appropriate drug
treatment are recommended as favorably affecting
outcome4. Although evidence for their positive influence on
longterm outcome is poor, no rheumatologist would
disagree that patients with AS should follow this advice.

We evaluated factors associated with mobility restriction
and loss of posture (according to the World Health
Organization International Classification of Functioning,
Disability and Health5, termed “body function”) and with
disability. To quantify body function common clinical
measures were used and summarized in the mobility restric-
tion score (MRS). The Bath Ankylosing Spondylitis
Functional Index (BASFI) was employed to quantify
disability6. 
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ABSTRACT. Objective. To determine for patients with ankylosing spondylitis (AS) which factors are associated
with disability and restricted body function.
Methods. In 1538 patients with AS, occiput-to-wall distance, chest expansion, cervical rotation,
finger-floor distance, and modified Schober test were measured cross-sectionally, and for each
measure the patient’s respective percentile was calculated. The mean of the 5 percentiles was
summarized in the mobility restriction score (MRS). In addition, patients answered questions on
disease progression and completed the Bath AS Functional Index (BASFI) questionnaire. All data
were coded into 40 variables, used as independent variables in multiple regression analyses to iden-
tify factors associated with BASFI and MRS.
Results. Finger-to-floor distance (ß positive, +), cervical rotation (–), time since first AS symptoms
(–), age (+), height loss (+), maximum height (–), delay in diagnosis (+), hip replacement (+), regular
practice of sports (–), chest expansion (–), sex (worse BASFI in females), exposure to cold and
dampness (+), and regular participation in AS group physical exercises (+) were significantly asso-
ciated with worse BASFI. Significantly associated factors for worse MRS were height loss (+), sex
(higher MRS in males), active inflammation of the cervical region (+), age (+), maximum height (–),
active inflammation of the hip region (+), involvement of shoulders (+), time since first AS symp-
toms (+), urethritis (–), regular practice of sports (–), involvement of feet (–), and hip replacement
(+). The models explain 47% of the variance observed for both the BASFI and MRS.
Conclusion. The amount of variance explained for both BASFI and MRS is rather high. The results
apply primarily to groups of patients, but are insufficient to guide clinical decisions in individual
patients. These findings contribute to our understanding of factors influencing disability and restric-
tion in body function in AS. (J Rheumatol 2003;30:2186–92)
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients. The data for all patients who presented for AS treatment at the
Gasteiner Heilstollen Hospital and agreed to complete a comprehensive
questionnaire are included in the Gastein AS database. The hospital is a
treatment facility at a traditional health resort in the Austrian Alps,
attracting mainly patients with rheumatic diseases. Most patients come to
the hospital after hearing about this facility from other patients and after
seeking advice from their family physician or rheumatologist. About 70%
of the patients receive cost coverage by their health insurance. In general,
26% of our patients are treated here for their first time, 74% have been
treated at the Gasteiner Heilstollen Hospital before. 

Diagnostic procedures are usually completed at home before patients
come to the health resort for treatment. Since most patients with AS
presenting for treatment have been diagnosed by a rheumatologist and have
had AS for many years, no further diagnostic procedures are generally
performed at our hospital to confirm the diagnosis of AS. Recently, in a
sample of 106 consecutive patients we could confirm the diagnosis in all
but one patient7.

The database comprises 1538 different patients with AS between 18 and
84 years of age (mean age 49.7 ± standard deviation 11.9 yrs, median 51
yrs; interquartile range 41, 58; 1193 men and 345 women), who had
completed the entire questionnaire. They were all included in this investi-
gation. On average, patients had already had AS symptoms for 21.5 ± 11.3
years (median 20, interquartile range 12, 30), and AS had been diagnosed
14.5 ± 9.8 (median 13, IQR 6, 21) years earlier.

Body function. Physicians experienced in the procedure measured limits for
mobility and posture during routine physical examination (before treat-
ment). A flexible tape and a goniometer were used to measure 5 metrolog-
ical variables: occiput-to-wall distance, chest expansion, cervical rotation
(measured in a sitting position, to the right and the left), finger–floor
distance (knees straight), and modified Schober text8. For each variable
(Table 1, variables 1 to 5) the particular percentile was calculated within the
whole study group, with higher values indicating more severe restriction of
mobility and loss of posture. The mean of the 5 percentiles (termed the
mobility restriction score, MRS) quantifies restriction in body function.
This score was used as dependent variable in multiple regression models.

Questionnaires. After examination the patients were asked to complete a
comprehensive questionnaire. Besides personal data, patients were asked
about their disease related history, personal activities, and habits. After
discussion the hospital physicians, all with long experience in treatment of
AS, agreed on subsequent questions concerning aspects considered poten-
tially relevant in influencing the course of the disease.

These questions (with answer to select) focused on: duration of AS
symptoms (years); years since diagnosis was established (years); height at
the age of 20 (cm); AS in first-degree family members (yes/no); previous
or current iritis (yes/no); ulcerative colitis or Crohn’s disease (yes/no), or
urethritis (yes/no); past or present involvement of shoulder (yes/no), elbow
(yes/no), hand (yes/no), hip (yes/no), knee (yes/no), or foot (yes/no); hip
replacement (yes/no); exposure to cold or damp during daily activities
(yes/no); current activity of AS (yes/no); current active inflammation (e.g.,
pain after periods of rest) in neck (yes/no), thoracic (yes/no) or lumbar
spine (y/n), pelvic region (y/n) or hip region (y/n); performance of daily
activities predominantly (in a sitting position/sitting and standing/standing
and walking, i.e., ample motion); regular participation in AS group phys-
ical exercises (yes/no); frequency of AS-specific physical exercises for at
least 5 minutes (less than once weekly/one to 3 times weekly/> 3 times
weekly); regular practice of sports for at least 20 minutes (less than once
weekly/one to 3 times weekly/> 3 times weekly); preferred sleeping
posture (supine/on the side/prone); sleeping position (flat/flat with a
pillow/upper part of the body elevated).

In addition, a German translation of the BASFI6 (using visual analog
scales) was included. Its score ranges between 0 (best) and 100 (worst) and
is related to disability.

Data analysis. Transformation of patient data for analysis: All available

patient information was transformed (and coded) into 40 variables, which
were then used as independent variables (Table 1) in multiple regression
models. Dichotomous variables, e.g., sex or hip replacement, were coded
1/0, where 1 means female or yes. This was true for every (yes/no) assess-
ment. For categorical measures such as sleeping position (prone/on the
side/supine) and sleeping posture (flat/flat with a pillow/upper part of the
body elevated) as well as daily activities and duties (predominantly in a
sitting position/sitting and standing/standing and walking), dichotomiza-
tion into dummy variables was performed. Thus 2 dichotomous dummy
variables were generated for 3 possible categories (see “sleeping posture”)
while the third category was expressed as 0 in both dummy variables (e.g.
“sleeping not on the side” and “sleeping not prone” means “sleeping
supine”). The same method was used to code sleeping posture (redundant
category: flat with a pillow) and performance of daily activities (redundant
category: standing and walking).

Identification of relevant predictors. Multivariate regression analyses were
performed to identify factors associated with BASFI and MRS. The BASFI
model used all 40 variables presented in Table 1.

While the basic measures of mobility and posture (measures 1–5, Table
1) were included in the regression models for BASFI, we did not use this
questionnaire in the model to explain MRS, because restriction of body
function was assumed to influence disability, but not vice versa. Following
this procedure, only variables from line 6 through line 40 (Table 1) were
used as independent variables to build the regression models for MRS.

For each score a regression model was calculated that simultaneously
included all variables (in a single step). To increase reproducibility, step-
wise forward and backward variable selection procedures were also
employed. Only those variables that were significant in single-step analysis
and whose significance was confirmed in stepwise forward and backward
analysis were considered reliable relevant factors.

To search for violations of assumptions, various methods for residual
analysis and regression diagnostics were applied. Scatter plots and partial
regression plots were generated to prove independency of predicted values
and residuals as well as assumptions of linearity and homogeneity of vari-
ances. Assumption of normality was checked in probability plots. Analysis
of variance inflation factors, eigenvalues, and condition indices was
performed to detect collinearity of independent measures. Hebel values,
Cook’s distances, covariance ratios, and changes in the regression coeffi-
cients were analyzed to identify potentially influential points.

RESULTS
Disability. Factors associated with BASFI are listed in Table
2. In all models (single-step, stepwise forward and back-
ward multiple regression analysis) for BASFI, finger-to-
floor distance (standardized regression coefficient ß
positive, +), cervical rotation (–), time since first AS symp-
toms (–), age (+), height loss (+), maximum height (–),
delay in diagnosis (+), hip replacement (+), regular practice
of sports (–), chest expansion (–), sex (+, worse BASFI in
females), exposure to cold and dampness (+), and regular
participation in AS group physical exercises (+) were iden-
tified as significantly contributing factors. All 3 models
explained 47% of BASFI variability (adjusted r2).

Restriction in body function. The MRS model (Table 3)
identified the following significantly contributing factors:
height loss (+), sex (–, higher MRS in males), active inflam-
mation of the cervical region (+), age (+), maximum height
at age 20 (–), active inflammation of the hip region (+),
involvement of shoulders (+), time since first AS symptoms
(+), history of urethritis (–), regular practice of sports (–),
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involvement of feet (–), and hip replacement (+). All MRS
models accounted for 47% of MRS variation (adjusted r2).

The variables “number of involved joints” and “number
of regions with active inflammation” were excluded from
both single-step models for BASFI and MRS because of
colinearity. No other colinearity between independent vari-
ables was found.

No remarkable violations of assumptions or influential
cases of particular relevance were discovered in any model.

Pearson and Spearman correlation coefficient between
MRS and BASFI amounted to 0.5 (Pearson 0.510,
Spearman 0.502; scatter plot in Figure 1).

DISCUSSION
The models presented explain 47% of the variance observed
for BASFI and MRS (Tables 2 and 3), which is rather high
in biomedicinal research, but these results apply to groups of
patients and are therefore not appropriate to guide clinical
decisions in individual patients. Nevertheless, the results
reveal relevant factors associated with disability and restric-
tion in body function, which provides the basis for a better
understanding of these findings.

One important limitation of our study is its design. It is a
cross-sectional study, not a followup study. All data collec-
tion happened at one point in time and results apply to the

The Journal of Rheumatology 2003; 30:102188

Table 1. Variables included in multiple regression analyses for BASFI and MRS.
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subset of AS patients who were able to visit the Gasteiner
Heilstollen Hospital. Cross-sectional studies are liable to
bias and do not allow firm conclusions about cause and
effect relationships. For example, the socioeconomic status
of patients may affect their ability to visit a health resort and

thus influence the results. In a previous study9, however, we
did not find a difference in the extent of impairment between
patients paying their own costs and patients receiving
coverage by health insurance. Also, discussing age and
disease duration, it might be possible that elderly patients

Table 2. Factors associated with BASFI.
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with AS and a very bad BASFI were unable to travel to the
health resort for treatment. Therefore they would not be
included into our database (causing older patients with
lower BASFI to be overrepresented). Evidently, in this
study, selection bias cannot be excluded. Therefore, being
aware of these weaknesses we interpret our results to be of
potential clinical relevance. Confirmation of our findings by
evidence from other sources is definitely needed.

One major disadvantage of cross-sectional studies

dealing with associations is that it is usually uncertain or
impossible to say what comes first: is a certain factor
directly or indirectly responsible for the outcome or did the
outcome provoke that factor? Sometimes clinical reasoning
might suggest the cause and effect relationship. For
example, exposure to genetical factors such as HLA-B27 or
the amount of time since diagnosis clearly precedes the
outcome of a disease such as AS.

Our results indeed support the view that both age and

The Journal of Rheumatology 2003; 30:102190

Table 3. Factors associated with MRS.
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disease duration contribute to a deterioration in mobility and
posture, but age (ß = 0.129) seems more important for MRS
than duration of symptoms (ß = 0.07), confirming findings
in male patients with AS from Finland10, but being at vari-
ance with reports from England11. With increasing age the
BASFI also deteriorates.

While “time since first AS symptoms” is positively asso-
ciated with worse MRS, the BASFI score surprisingly
improves with longer disease duration. Our findings are in
contrast to a report from Taylor, et al11, who observed a posi-
tive, although weak correlation (r = 0.19) between disease
duration and BASFI. The patients in our study seem to have
found ways to adapt in performing daily activities despite
progressing disease. The longer the disease duration, the
better they seem to be able to adjust to the demands of daily
life. Frequent rehabilitation programs in Germany and
Austria focusing on reducing disability may have
contributed to the better BASFI score after long-standing
AS. Also, diminishing disease activity due to other treat-
ment modalities or due to the course of the disease over time
in our patients might have contributed to the amelioration in
BASFI. It would be most important to learn from other
studies more about the effect of disease duration and disease
activity on the patient’s function and participation in daily
life.

The discrepancy between our findings and those of
Taylor, et al may also be due to differences in the applied
method of analysis or patient selection. We used multiple
regression modeling, while Taylor, et al11 analyzed bivariate
correlation, which may have been subject to unidentified
modulating factors and does not take into account depen-
dencies between factors.

The delay in establishing a diagnosis of AS has a positive

regression coefficient in the BASFI model, but a negative ß
in the MRS model. These findings clearly need to be
confirmed. Perhaps it takes more time to diagnose AS when
it is less progressive and causes fewer restrictions in body
function in the course of the disease. On the other hand, the
positive association between delay in diagnosis and BASFI
supports the view that prompt diagnosis is most important in
order to initiate timely interventions focusing on preventing
disability in a very early stage of the disease. Male sex is
associated with worse MRS, but better BASFI. It is well
known that on average men have more progressive disease
than women with AS1. Why women, however, show a
higher degree of disability in the BASFI questionnaire
remains a matter of speculation. Presumably, BASFI ques-
tions might focus on physically demanding daily activities
predominantly carried out by women, while men more
easily may adapt their workplace, look for more suitable
working conditions, or even retire early12,13. “Women’s
work,” especially daily housework, is less easy to circum-
vene and may thus account for more pronounced disability
recorded by the BASFI. In addition, due to slower anky-
losing processes, women with AS may experience on
average more severe pain14. Clearly, pain is a major deter-
minant for depression in women with AS15. Both pain and
depression may contribute to worse BASFI scores in
women. Notably, our finding of a higher degree of self-rated
disability in female patients is in agreement with other
work16.

Maximum height at age 20 is negatively associated with
both BASFI and MRS. While it is uncertain why maximum
height is associated with both BASFI and MRS, it is plau-
sible that height loss in AS is associated with worse func-
tioning. Practicing regular sports activities is associated
with better BASFI and MRS17. Our findings support the
recommendation that patients with AS should be as physi-
cally active as possible to prevent or alleviate disability or
restricted body function. The alternative explanation that
only those with good body function and less disability are
able to practice sports cannot be excluded in this cross-
sectional study, however.

Interpreting the positive regression coefficient for
“regular participation in AS group physical exercises” in the
BASFI model, we suppose that probably no one would
suggest that participation in AS group physical exercises
will increase disability. Presumably patients who are more
disabled are better motivated to participate regularly in AS
groups to perform exercises.

Exposure to cold and dampness during daily activities
contributes to more severe disability, but does not show an
effect on metrology assessed by MRS. Our data agree with
previous findings18-20. Neither MRS nor BASFI was influ-
enced by the family history for AS. This result is in accord
with previous findings21, but contradictory to other studies3

that found a more benign course of AS in familial disease.

Figure 1. Relationship between BASFI and MRS (n = 1538). Bivariate
correlation coefficients (Pearson, Spearman), r = 0.50.
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Not surprisingly, hip replacement is positively associated
with worse BASFI and MRS scores, as in previous
reports2,22.

Among the measures for mobility and posture, finger-to-
floor distance, cervical rotation, and chest expansion were
identified as significantly influencing BASFI. The occiput-
to-wall distance and the modified Schober were not statisti-
cally significant. Clearly, given the constraints of a
cross-sectional study, stronger evidence can only be
obtained through prospective longitudinal studies. Such
cohort studies are under way, but it may take many years
before firm conclusions can be drawn.

Modeling — as done in our study — is a formal process
and the results must be interpreted on the basis of clinical
experience and knowledge. The primary aim of modeling is
to confirm (or reject) empirical perceptions and hypotheses
as well as to reveal relationships between various factors. To
validate our results of modeling, various types of variable
selection procedures were performed, ensuring that more
than random relationships were detected. In addition, a
comprehensive search for violations of assumptions has
been performed. This study involved a rather large number
of patients and provides ample evidence in support of the
results within the limitations discussed.

The moderate correlation between BASFI and MRS
suggests that the 2 are not interchangeable. They apparently
partly reflect different conditions.

Disability and restriction in body function are important
outcomes. Our findings can contribute to understanding the
factors that influence disability and restricted body function
in patients with AS. Reliable prediction of longterm
outcome is badly needed to identify patients at highest risk,
who may benefit from targeted interventions.
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